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Abstract 
The gas flow and flame structures surrounding an evaporating and combusting ethanol droplet under forced convection with 
different gas relative velocities, ambient temperatures and droplet sizes are studied by direct numerical simulation. The results 
show that the flames develop in the coherent-structure region for both the regimes of fully enveloped flames and wake flames. 
The evaporating and combusting droplet reduces the gas turbulence but not like the cold solid particle enhances the gas 
turbulence by its wake effect. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of The Chinese Society of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics (CSTAM). 
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1.  Introduction 
The droplet evaporation and combustion have been studied both experimentally and analytically for many 
decades since the middle’s years of the last century [1-4]. The experiments were done for suspended droplets, falling 
droplets and flying droplets of different fuels. The so-called d2-law was examined and the “evaporation constant” 
K= d(dp
2)/dt under different gas relative velocities, gas temperatures and pressures were studied. In analytical 
studies, most of them are based on simplified 1-D “spherical stagnant-film” models. Even now, the sub-models for 
spray combustion in modern CFD software are still based on these models. Recently, numerical simulation of 
droplet evaporation and combustion is reported in Refs. [5-7]. Awasthi et al. simulated the effect of ambient 
temperature and initial droplet size on the combustion of a heptane droplet [5]. The focus was paid on the 
heptane-droplet ignition delay and the comparison between the heptane and methanol droplets in flame location and 
evaporation rates. In his study there is no forced convection and only spherical flame was considered. Kurose et al. 
simulated single and multiple droplets combustion [6], using a given evaporation model to study the effect of 
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ambient pressure and gas temperature on droplet evaporation. Zhao et al. simulated the effect of gas temperature on 
droplet combustion [7]. Only the effect of gas temperature on the droplet evaporation rate was reported and the 
comparison was given only with the numerical results of other investigators. In these recent numerical studies, no 
information of turbulence-flame interaction, based on the detailed gas flow, species concentration and gas 
temperature distributions surrounding the droplet were reported. In this paper, the 3-D combusting flows 
surrounding an evaporating droplet under forced convection with different relative velocities, ambient temperatures 
and droplet sizes were studied by direct numerical simulation. It aims to get a detailed gas flow and flame structure 
surrounding the droplet, and the results are used to understanding the turbulence-flame interaction of an evaporating 
and combusting droplet. 
2.  Numerical Simulation of 3-D Combusting Gas Flows Surrounding an Evaporating Ethanol Droplet 
In order to obtain the detailed flow and flame structures surrounding an evaporating ethanol droplet with gas 
combustion, a 3-D direct numerical simulation was made. The continuity, momentum, species and energy equations 
are 
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For ethanol-oxygen combustion, a finite-rate global reaction rate is used  
OH6CO4O6OHHC2 22252 o                                       (5) 
The Arrhenius expression of the one-step global reaction kinetics for sw  is 
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with boundary conditions at the droplet surface, accounting for the Stefan flux 
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whereˈs=F(fuel)ˈα=1;  szF, α=0. For obtaining the fuel vapor concentration, the fuel vapor partial pressure 
should be obtained by using the Antoine equation, which is given by  
 
)CT/(BApln                                                             (8) 
For the numerical procedure, the grid sizes in x, y and z directions are 10μm, surrounding the droplet (which is in the 
range of Kolmogorov scale) and 400μm far from the droplet. The time step is taken as 0.00001s. The grid number is 
1000000. The mesh type is hexagon. The PISO algorithm is used for p-v corrections, the second order implicit 
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difference scheme for the time-dependent term, and the QUICK difference scheme for the convection and diffusion 
terms are adopted. For the gas boundary conditions, uniform gas inlet velocity is taken. For the inlet turbulence, at 
the inlet a periodic perturbation is superposed as uIuu ii \ ˈwhere I  is the fluctuation strength and 
\  is a Gaussian random number, satisfying 0 \ and 1'  \ . The averaged inlet turbulence intensity is taken 
much lower than that in usual turbulent flows, since the present case is the relative turbulent fluctuation between the 
gas and droplet in motion. The boundary condition at the exit is based on a fully-developed flow assumption where 
the gradients for all flow variables in the axial direction are zero. 
3. Results and Discussion  
Figure 1 gives the steady-state temperature maps for the evaporating and combusting ethanol droplet of 
1000μm under the ambient temperature 1200K and relative velocities 1m/s and 2m/s respectively. The 
fully-enveloped flame and wake flame are observed clearly.  Figure 2 gives the vorticity maps. Figure 3 shows the 
overlapped vorticity and temperature maps. Comparison of Fig.1, Fig.2 with Fig.3 tells us the effect of turbulence on 
the flame structure. It is seen that the high temperature develops in the coherent structure region, but not the 
high-vorticity region adjacent to the droplet surface. The vorticity surrounding the droplet is much larger that that in 
other places. The vorticity for the fully-enveloped flame is stronger that that for the wake flame. 
 
Fig. 1 Temperature Maps Surrounding the Combusting Ethanol Droplet. (a) vrel=1m/s, Tg=1200K, dp=1000μm, (b) 
vrel=2m/s, Tg=1200K, dp=1000μm 
 
 
Fig. 2 Vorticity Maps (vrel=1 m/s and 2 m/s; Tg=1200K; dp=1000μm˅ 
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Fig. 3 Overlapped Vorticity and Temperature Maps (vrel=1 m/s and 2 m/s; Tg=1200K; dp=1000μm˅ 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 4 Gas Turbulent Kinetic Energy (dp=1000μm, a-before the droplet; b-behind the droplet) 
 
Figure 4 shows the change of gas turbulent kinetic energy before and behind the droplet. It is seen that the 
evaporating and combusting droplet reduces but not enhances the gas turbulence. Figure 5 gives the comparison 
between the gas turbulence modulations for the combusting droplet and for the cold solid particle respectively. 
Obviously, the turbulence modulation due to the combusting droplet is much weaker than that due to the cold solid 
particle.  
4. Conclusions 
(1) The high temperature develops in the coherent structure region, but not the high-vorticity region adjacent to the 
droplet surface. 
(2) The vorticity for the fully-enveloped flame is stronger that that for the wake flame. 
(3) The evaporating and combusting droplet reduces but not enhances the gas turbulence. 
(4) The turbulence modulation due to the combusting droplet is much weaker than that due to the cold solid particle 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 5 Gas Turbulence modulation due to the 1000μm-particle (a-combusting droplet; b-cold solid particle) 
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